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Abstract
Interactions of charge particles with electromagnetic waves have important effects (linear and
nonlinear) on the propagation of electromagnetic waves, and it can somewhat play a role in
generation of the new mode waves. Besides, the particle energies can play an important role in
causing instability in plasma. The values of parallel energy of the particles have been calculated so
that they can satisfy the nonlinear coupling condition. Furthermore, a result for instability is
presented and the initial parameters inferred from the observational data are used. The results show
that the nonlinear coupling (particle-wave interaction) can be a candidate for the generation of RX
mode wave in equatorial plasmasphere. Besides, the results show that energetic particles that
participate in particle - wave interaction have an energy range from 0.058 to 10.23keV. This range
of particle energy particle is in agreement with the observation.
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1. Introduction
Charge particles are a main component of
plasma environments such as solar wind,
magnetosphere,
plasmasphere
and
ionosphere. It is well known that the particles
energies have an important role in
transporting energy and in causing instability
in plasma. The interaction of an energetic
electron with a background plasma and the
instabilities associated with this interaction
have a long history of investigation (Pierce,
1948). Further, the particles can interact with
electromagnetic waves, and somewhat this
interaction can lead to the generation of the
new mode waves. Lee et al. (1980) studied
the amplification of electromagnetic waves
via the cyclotron maser mechanism by a
population of weakly relativistic electrons.
They considered a low plasma frequency and
found that the ordinary and extraordinary
modes can be excited; Freund et al. (1983)
applied that for the astrophysical plasma with
different types of velocity distribution. By
using a one-dimensional electromagnetic
particle code with different values of the
electron beam-to-plasma density ratio for the
high density electron beams, Zhou et al.
(1998) showed that these waves (highfrequency electromagnetic waves) can be
excited and the nonlinear effects will occur.
Usui et al. (2001) studied the nonlinear
wave/wave-particle interaction associated
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with the microwave power transmission in
space plasma by performing one-dimensional
simulation with the electromagnetic PIC
model.
Besides, energetic electrons with energies in
the keV range are frequently observed in the
equatorial plasmasphere and also, plasma
waves are frequently observed in the
equatorial
plasmasphere.
Based
on
simultaneous observations of plasma waves
and energetic particles, it has been shown
that electromagnetic waves are related to
unstable particle distributions localized in
equatorial regions (Kurth et al., 1980).
Kalaee and Katoh (2015) simulations showed
that electromagnetic Z- and RX-mode waves
could be coupled by a nonlinear interaction,
where the values of the parallel components
of both two modes are the same.
In this work, the nonlinear coupling
condition was also focused on, but with a
purpose that the values of the parallel
components of both two modes are not the
same. In this case, the values of parallel
energy of the particles that can satisfy the
nonlinear coupling condition were calculated.
Furthermore, a result for the instability is
presented by using the initial parameters
inferred from observational data obtained by
the Akebono satellite around the plasmawave generation region.
mjkalaee@ut.ac.ir
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d Calculatioons
2. Obserrvations and
Typical observation events at thhe generation
n
w
analyyzed in this
site of RX-mode waves
0
study weere found durring the period from 3:30
UT (L≈ 2.5) to 3:55 UT (L≈ 2.3)) on Februaryy
A
sattellite passed
d
4, 1992,, when the Akebono
through the storm tim
me geomagnnetic equatorr;
F
1, foour referencee
see Figuure 1. In Figure
curves inndicate the characteristic
c
c frequencies
of RX mode wavee cutoff, UHR,
U
plasmaa
mode wave cutoff. Thee
frequenccy and Z-m
vertical dash line at the middle of the paneel
shows tthe magnetic equator. The initiaal
parameteers of the observation
o
are given in
n
Table 1 including plasma
p
frequuency, upper
f
cutoff frequuency of Zhybrid frequency,
mode annd cutoff frequency
f
of RX modee
waves. All of theem are norrmalized byy
k ).
cyclotronn frequency ( f ce  65.5kHz

thatt energeticc electronss had a ring
disttribution (Niishimura et al.,
a 2007; Li et al.,
20110; Kalaee et al., 20013, 2015) in a
momentum space,
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wheere A is thhe variance of the norm
malized
momentum,
corresponds
c
which
to
tem
mperature, and
a
u||0 annd u  0 aree the
aveerage
mom
mentum.
The
T
relatiivistic
cycclotron resonnance condition is given by
b


 r  k||u||  n
ce  0

(2)

wheere ce ,  , and n are
a the cyclotron
freqquency, thee Lorentz factor, andd the
ordder of ressonance, reespectively. The
parrameters adoopted for thee ring distribbution
given by Equ
uation (1) are nh  1 / cc ,
~
40 keV
V, u||0 =0, and
u  0 / c  0 .4

A  A||  A  0.1  17.5 keV. Thee cold
bacckground co
omponent, nc  1000 / cc , and

Figure 1. An example off the dynamic sppectrum around
d
the magnetic equator
e
on Febrruary 4, 1992.
m
Table 1. The values of important frequencies from
o
observation
saatellite that arre used in the
c
current
work. All
A of them aree normalized by
y
c
cyclotron
frequuency.

A= 1.4  10 3 =1 eV were estimated in
i the
Akeebono/PWS analysis.
Figgure 2a and Figure
F
2b shoow the growtth rate
of RX mode waves
w
based on linear growth
g
ratees where  p / ce  4.1
1 , with the ringtype distributioon and with n = 5 and n= 6,
m value of growth
g
resppectively. Thhe maximum
9
6 10
ratee is apprroximately, 6.0
and

Plasma Freqq.

4.1

9.00 107

UHR Freq..

4.2

freqquencies are in the rangee from 4.65 ce to

Z-mode Cutoff Freq.
F

3.63

Rx--mode Cutofff Freq.

4.63

As the ffirst step, thhe analysis oof the lineaar
growth rrate was perrformed. It was
w assumedd

forr

θ=90 . The RX mode

4.8 ce and frrom 5.56 cee to 5.75 ce , in
Figgure 2a annd Figure 2b respecttively.
How
wever, the growth
g
rates in both cases are
weaak and maybbe another mechanism
m
s
should
be considered for
f the generration wave in
i this
case.
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(a)

(b)
Figuree 2. The growthh rate of RX-modde waves where  p / ce  4.1
1 , with the ring--type distributionn a) for n=5 b) for
f n=6 .

In thhe second step of the calculation, the
nonlinear couplin
ng condition was considerred

Rx  Z   (k||RRx  k||Z ) ||  n ce

(3)

wheree Rx and Z are anguular frequencyy of
Rx- m
mode and Z-mode
Z
wavees, respectiv
vely,
and ce is the cy
yclotron freqquency. k Rx and

k Z aare the wavee vectors of RX
R mode annd Z
modee waves, resspectively. || is the paraallel
compponent of thee particle veelocity, and n is
an innteger numbber. The reelation betw
ween
frequuency and k vector is determined
d by
dispeersion relatio
on. By assuuming that the
magnnetic field iss directed allong z-axis, and
that the
t wave vecctor, k , lies in the xz-plane;
the ddispersion rellation of the plasma wavve is
determ
mined by co
onsidering the
t conditionn of
the nnon-trivial solutions off homogeneeous
equattion, as:
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A range of  p / ce froom 3.98 to 5.56 was
L  1

considered, with the noormal anglee near to
perpendiculaar ( θ  89 ), for deterrmination
of k vecttor of Z /UH / ce  4.11 , and

Rx / ce  5.65
5
so thatt the equatioon (3) is
satisfied.
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3. Discu
ussions and results
r
Figures 3 and 4 show
w the results of numericaal
calculatiion with n=1 and n=2, respectively
y.
Both Figgures show the
t parallel component
c
of
particle velocity in terms of  p / ce , with
h

θ  89 so that the equation (3)) is satisfiedd.
Furtherm
more, the riight axis inn each paneel
shows thhe parallel component of energeticc
particless in keV. Sinnce Z /UH / ce  4.11 , so
o
a range of plasmaa frequency can satisfyy
equationn (3), which is shown in the ellipticaal
short-linne. The results show that with a
decreasee
in
thee
plasma
frequencyy
for satiisfying equation (3), the paralleel
velocity increases frrom about 0.02c
0
to 0.2cc
where c is the speed of light. Thiis means thaat
it needss a range off parallel coomponent of
o
energeticc particles from abouut 0.058 to
10.23keV
V.
In Figurre 4, all parameters are the same as
Figure 3 except thaat n=2. Bessides, in this
case, a range
r
of plasma frequenccy can satisfyy
equationn (3) that is shown in the ellipticaal
short-linne. The resuults show thhat with thee
increase in the plasma freequency for

satiisfying equaation (3), thee parallel veelocity
incrreases from
m about 0.002c to 0.2cc and
acccordingly thee energy is of particles from
0.058 to 10.23kkeV.
dy on the global
g
Reccently, a staatistical stud
disttribution of super
s
thermaal electron (00.1-10
keV
V) fluxes using elecctron data from
TH
HEMIS (Tim
me History of Eventss and
Maacroscale Intteractions during
d
Substtorms)
wass accomplisshed by Li et al. (22010).
Figgure 4 show
ws the globaal distribution of
the averaged electron en
nergy flux inside
ng quiet times
the plasmasphere durin
(AE
E *  100nT )
and strong maggnetic

(AE
E *  300nT ) activity (L
Li et al., 2010).
2
Mooreover, theey showed that insidee the
plassmasphere electron
e
fluxxes are largeer and
more stable att smaller L shells at higher
h
V). This rannge of
eneergy (a few to 10 keV
eneergetic particcle is in agrreement witth our
resuults; thereforre, the resultts suggest thhat the
nonnlinear
coupling
(particle--wave
inteeraction) caan be a caandidate foor the
genneration off RX-modee wave inn the
equuatorial plasm
masphere.

Figure 3. The parallel component of particle
p
velocityy in terms of  p

/ ce

, with n=1.

Figure 4. The parallel component of particle
p
velocityy in terms of  p

/ ce

, with n=2.
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Figuree 5. Global disttribution of the averaged electtron energy fluxx inside the plassmasphere duriing two levels of
o magnetic
activity, (q
quiet and stronng magnetic acttivity). Differennt rows indicatee electrons withh different enerrgies (Li et
al., 2010).

4. Coonclusions
This work is focused
f
on the nonlinnear
couplling conditioon, but withh a purpose that
the values of the parallel com
mponents of both
b
m
are noot the same. In this case,, the
two modes
valuees of parallell energy of the
t particles that
can ssatisfy the nonlinear
n
couupling condiition
were calculated. Furthermore
F
, a result forr the
nitial
instabbility was presented. The in
param
meters inferrred from observational data
obtainned by the Akebono
A
sateellite around
d the
plasm
ma-wave genneration reggion were used.
u

Results of this investiigation indiccate that
r of this tyype of wavee is weak,
the growth rate
and the insstability cannnot generatte strong
Rx-mode waves. The reesults also show
s
that
near couplling (partiicle-wave
the nonlin
interaction) can be a candidate for the
o RX modee wave in eequatorial
generation of
plasmaspherre. Besides, the results show
s
that
energetic paarticles that participate
p
inn particlewave interacction have th
he range eneergy from
0.058 to 10.23keV. Thiis range of energetic
n agreement with
w the obseervation.
particle is in
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